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Today’s presentation

• Child ‘obesity’ and neoliberal capitalism 

• Policy disconnect  

• Research 

• Foodscapes  

➢Class tensions
➢Disconnects 
➢Policy processes: hegemony and governmentality 
➢Food democracy and local democracy   
➢New food policy direction



Cost to the 
estimated £

1960s-1970s 1970s 1990s 2000s
Food system Rise of neoliberalism Food  & public health policy  Policy cacophony 
Mass production                    Economic and ideological                 Behavioural change  Food industry in Public Health
Cheap calories/Big Food        Collectivism to individualism Focus individual not structural        Parental  deficit  & blame

Child ‘obesity’ and neoliberalism

http://www.ecosante.org/index2.php?base=OCDE&langs=ENG&langh=ENG

Child obesity trends 1971-
2008

http://www.ecosante.org/index2.php?base=OCDE&langs=ENG&langh=ENG


Research need: policy disconnects, including class,
and absent voices

‘Study reveals 

parents' poor eating 

habits are to blame 

for childhood obesity, 

NOT fast food’
Source: www.dailymail.co.uk

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/213720/dh_130487.pdf


Critical Policy analysis:
Child overweight, food, parents & class

• Focused on food-related obesity policy and explored 
disconnects between the state and parents 

• The relevance of social class is explored. The local state is 
used as the policy interface

• In the context of the social gradient, the ‘voices’ - lived 
experiences and food policy solutions of working class parents 
were elicited



• Qualitative enquiry 
• Document analysis
• Semi-structured 

interviews 

• 35 policy actors 
including 15 parents 
of children with 
‘obesity’  

Key theorists drawn upon  



Findings: key themes 

Simple diagram of key 
themes with policy 
solutions intersecting 

all. 

Parents’

policy solutions 

Material conditions: 
work and 

foodscapes

Responsibilities: state, 
food, industry, parents

Class 

Local state: food and 
local democracies



Class tensions 

‘middle class, these are people who pay for a 

baguette with a bank card type of thing.  It’s…as a 

friend said to me ‘I feel uncomfortable in those places 

as if I don’t belong’….And that’s what’s happening all 
around.  

Angela, community policy implementer 

Ken, senior policymaker 

The food environment is changing as well, and I was 

wondering what comes first?...your nice little café down there 
and also new housing, what changes first?  

Gentrification



Foodscapes:disconnect and health 

Affluent area:

Felecia (playground supervisor)

Now that looks pretty.  Its looks like something that would be 
more healthy….it looks like a little health food shop… it’s not life 
threatening



Foodscapes: disconnect local state and 
parents 

Leyla (childminder)

it’s keeping the adults on their liquor, the kids on the sweets and 
then the take-aways for dinner… It’s what we’re seeing 
everyday so all we think about is sweets and drinks…It’s like the 
betting shops.  We’ve got so many betting shops… a lot more 
people are doing it… it’s not good.

• Policymaker, Shirley, wondered : ‘chicken and egg’? 



Foodscapes: disconnect local state and parents

Andrea (admin worker)

… government has closed down 

the Children Centres, so they’re not 

supporting local children and 

parents … … a standard run-down 

high street with no real support 

mechanism for local children and their 

parents

Local government cuts £162million 



Local state: hegemony and govermentalities

Liz, bus driver

…not everyone has got the time to feed their kids… 

We try to teach them (kids) about healthy eating….but 

it’s us… who are doing it, who are volunteers.  When 

parents used to be able to do things with their kids because 

they had the time to do it…

….I think that’s the biggest problem, is just haven’t got 
time anymore because too busy working, yeh



Food democracy: redesign of the foodscapes  

Foodscape visions ’food revolution’: 

• Local grocers

• Cut out ‘the middle-man’ - foods straight from farm 

• Affordable good quality produce and organics

• Family food and activity clubs

• Cultural diversity in healthy eating outlets for children

• Remove most fast food outlets 



Food sovereignty and democracy  

Yvonne
… middle man come … putting price on top of us

Maya 
… start a food revolution…can we start to look at where these butchers, these farmers are …

Interviewer 
What do you mean by revolution?

Yvonne 
Change

Maya
Not being told what to do.

Interviewer 
And in terms of food? 

Yvonne
… not being told how food should be. 



Disconnect local democracy and food democracy

What role for the local state? 

‘Local state supports state aims…not to enable grass roots 
democracy’ (Cockburn, 1977 p131). 

• ‘Democratic elitist’ local state (Newman 2014)

• Joe policymaker described  ‘benign’ council meetings vs 
council meetings: ‘chamber of war’ in 1970s (Cockburn 1977)



Disconnect local democracy and food democracy

Local state as powerless?

• Ambivalence from policymakers: empathy and blaming 
parents

• Planning: ‘permissive system’ 

• Budget cuts : ‘active consent’ of ‘mitigation’, privatise and 
responsibilise

• Participatory budgets – democracy or hegemony in making 
cuts?

• Knowing foodscapes promote poor health ‘Healthy Towns’ 
initiative: a symbolic violence

• ‘Democracy deficit’ – lack of lay-access to policymaking



What space for food democracy in local state?   

Study suggested state and parents ‘disconnected’ 

• Can parents policy solutions become reality? 
– All said should be involved from grassroots: parent forums at schools, 

children centres, surveys, meetings. 
– Few thought role for trade unions

• Can localism work? 
– No: limitations of working with capitalism (Sharzer, 2011) 

– Yes: in working with the local state (Newman 2014)  

• Process from bottom up and top down? 

• Historically, labour movement has played role in food and 
health – why not now? 



People Centred
Food policy 
meaningful 
involvement of 
parents in 
policymaking 

Policy based on 
family perspective, 
including sufficient 
resources

Integrated and 
ecological food 
system 

Political ethic of care 
central to food and 
health policies

New food 
policy 
direction



Thank you for listening and any 
questions? 

Sharon Noonan-Gunning
Sharon.noonan-gunning.1@city.ac.uk
07941 733372

mailto:Sharon.noonan-gunning.1@city.ac.uk
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